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The Stony Brook University Title IX office is part of the Office of Equity and Access (OEA). OEA’s mission
includes educating the campus community of their rights regarding  discrimination and sexual
misconduct, addressing the need for fair and impartial investigations, and providing information and
updates in the ever-changing landscape of Title IX. Some of the efforts that OEA has taken over the years
include:
 

● Launching an online sexual harassment prevention training program (before annual
training became a NYS mandate)

● Hiring numerous specialists including our first Complainant Navigator, who is now our
Survivor Advocate, and an Investigative Support Specialist, to provide parties with
timely updates on the status of their cases, among other things

● Launching the ReportIt campaign as a quick and easy way to issues involving
discrimination and sexual misconduct

 
The discrimination and sexual misconduct process affects the student population as well as faculty and
staff, OEA will be creating a taskforce in Fall 2021 to review all aspects of the process. Because different
groups encounter situations that are unique to them, the taskforce will have representatives from our
entire campus community.

Some of the areas of review will be:
● The reporting process (who must report, and when to report)
● Jurisdiction (when OEA does and does not have jurisdiction to  investigate an

allegation)
● The investigation process
● Understanding possible outcomes (responsible/substantiated, not

responsible/unsubstantiated) and sanctions
● Training and education
● Supportive measures
● Transparency vs. privacy (what information can be shared and who can receive the

information)
● Managing expectations (the accused is still on campus, or leaves the institution

before a resolution)
● Best practices regarding communicating to our community

 
We appreciate the opportunity to share these important endeavors. For more information, visit
https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/oea/

Dr. Michael Kimmel is no longer associated with Stony Brook University. The University will not comment
on specific personnel matters.
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